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Abstract

Nowadays, the prediction of promoters has at-
tracted many researchers’ attention. Unfortunately,
most previous prediction algorithms did not provide
high enough sensitivity and specificity. The goal of
this paper is to develop an efficient prediction algo-
rithm that can increase the detection power (power =
1 - false negative). We present two methods that use
the computer power to calculate all possible patterns
which are the possible features of promoters. The first
method we present FTSS (Fixed Transcriptional Start
Site) uses the known TSS positions of promoter se-
quences to train the score file that helps us in pro-
moter prediction. The other method is NTSS (Non-
fixed TSS). The TSS positions of promoter sequences
used in NTSS are assumed to be unknown, and NTSS
will not take the absolute positions of TSSs into con-
sideration. By the experimental results, our prediction
has higher correct rate than other previous methods.

Key words: DNA, promoter prediction, transcrip-
tional element, TATA-box, CpG island

1 Introduction

The biological technology becomes popular science
in these years. Biologists try to investigate the secrets
of life by going into gene sequences. However the
gene sequence data grow too huge recently. Though
some mathematicians have presented mathematical or
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statistical methods to discover features of gene se-
quences, it is still time consuming and inefficient if
we study gene sequences by human power only. Thus
many computer scientists get into the biological tech-
nology, and give some methods which take advantages
of computer power to see into gene sequences.

The promoter plays an important role in DNA tran-
scription. It is defined as the sequence in the region of
the upstream of the transcriptional start site (TSS)
and responsible for the transcription from DNA to
RNA. Through the study on promoters, we can find out
which DNA sequence will be transcribed into RNA,
and we can even transcribe any DNA sequence which
we intend to study into RNA. The related position of
the promoter in a DNA sequence is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.

A promoter is required for a DNA sequence to be
transcribed. In a DNA sequence transcription, there
must be a promoter in the sequence. When the pro-
moter sequence is bound with the RNA Polymerase
II enzyme, the DNA sequence can be transcribed into
mRNA sequence. The central dogma of molecular bi-
ology is shown in Figure 2.

Because the gene sequence data are growing fast
recently, it is important to maintain and annotate such
data. However, traditional biological experiments is
not enough. How to design good computer algorithms
and softwares to analyze and annotate gene sequences
becomes one of the most important issues today.

Since the promoter is located around the upstream
of TSS in a DNA sequence, and the RNA Polymerase
II is always binding in that region. The transcription
starts from the end of 5’ of the DNA sequence, the 5’
UTR (upstream of TSS) contains promoter sites (such
as TATA-box), and the 3’ UTR (downstream of TSS)
contains stop codon. The translation stops when the
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Figure 1: The promoter region in a DNA sequence.
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Figure 2: The central dogma of molecular biology.

stop codon is met.
However, sometimes even the upstream of TSS of a

DNA sequence contains some transcriptional features,
the promoter may not exist. Whether a DNA sequence
transcribed or not can be verified by biological ex-
periments, but experiments are usually time consum-
ing and take high cost. With the promoter prediction
method, we may be able to narrow down the promoter
regions among massive DNA sequences. A further ex-
periment then can be designed and tested. Therefore,
much more time and cost will be saved.

In the previous studies on the promoter predic-
tion, hidden Markov model (HMM)[15], artificial neu-
ral network (NN)[17, 7, 12, 14, 11], or some data
mining[13] and weight matrix[4] methods were used.
Most of them tried to find the features of the promot-
ers. We will introduce some of these papers more de-
tailed in Section 2.

From the above papers, we find that to find out the
distinct features of promoters are thought to be useful
in promoter prediction. In this paper, we do not search
for the features of promoters by observation or guess-
ing. There may exist some more implicit features in
promoter regions. More features we know, to predict
the promoter is more easily. We are here trying to take
advantages of computers to do some operations in se-
quences to help us in predicting promoters. Some of
promoter features will be covered after performing our
operations. By comparing our prediction results with
others, our methods have a higher prediction accuracy.

The dataset for our promoter prediction in this pa-
per contains only one species, Escherichia coli (E.
coli). However, the promoter regions in the homol-
ogous gene from different species may be concluded
into some rules. It is believed that promoters in the ho-
mologous gene are highly similar in DNA sequences,
and sometimes they even have only a little position off-
set across different species.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we present some previous studies about the pro-
moter. We propose our methods in Sections 3 and 4.
Our experimental results comparing with others and
some conclusions are given in Sections 5 and 6, re-
spectively.

2 Previous Works

In this paper, we take the E � coli sequences as our
datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository
[3]. The dataset contains 106 DNA sequences, in-
cluding 53 sample promoter sequences and 53 non-
promoter sequences. Their lengths are all 57. A DNA
sequence consists of four types of nucleotides: ade-
nine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C) and thymine (T).
The range of a promoter sequence is from -49 to +7
relative to the TSS which is defined as position +1.

Now we give some distinct features of promoter se-
quences that have been discovered and some methods
for the promoter predictions. Some significant features



of promoter sequences which have been reported in
some literatures are listed below. Some of these fea-
tures are valid only in either prokaryotic or eukary-
oticpromoter sequences.

� TATA-Box and TTG-Box

The two identified transcriptional elements in
promoter sequences are the -10 box and -35 box.
-10 and -35 means that these elements always ap-
pear around the positions of -10 and -35 (The
position of TSS is +1). The -10 box is TATA-
box[17, 15, 16, 8, 2, 18] and -35 box is the pattern
of TTG[17, 15].

� CpG Islands

CpG islands[16, 9, 5, 1, 6] is found in eukaryotic
promoter sequences. No significant CpG islands
have been observed in prokaryote. So this feature
can not help us in the promoter prediction with
E � coli.

Pedersen and Engelbrecht [17] used an artificial
neural network to discover new signals in the upstream
of the TSS. They attempted to predict whether a given
DNA sequence has a TSS or not. Their method verified
some known features and they presented other possible
features. For example, positions 0, -10, -22, -33, and
-44 have local minima of nucleotides.

Pedersen et al.[15] took the HMM (hidden Markov
model) to characterize the prokaryotic and eukaryotic
promoters. They used promoters from two species to
train the HMM and found that HMMs after training
can be used to help to classify the unknown promoters
in prokaryotic. Human genes could be modelled by the
signals which we have already known.

The GBI (Graph-based induction) method [13] is
one kind of data mining methods, brought up by
Takashi et al. The method of GBI is illustrated in
Figure 3. The authors took the same datasets as us
from the UCI Machine Learning Repository. The orig-
inal GBI is applied to minimize the size of graph by
replacing the identical pattern and assigning a new
node. In the GBI method for promoter prediction,
they first transform the promoter sequences and non-
promoter sequences into two different groups in a di-
rected graph, then use the GBI method to extract some
obvious patterns. If the pattern in the directed graph
has the frequency threshold greater than 4%, then this
pattern is replaced with another new node in the graph.
Repeat this procedure until no pattern can be replaced.
Finally extract patterns as the rules to classify the pro-
moter sequences and non-promoter sequences.

We will compare the accuracy of promoter predic-
tion of previous methods with ours in Section 5.
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Figure 3: GBI method.

3 Method for Fixed Transcriptional Start
Site

In this method, we calculate the occurrence fre-
quency of each nucleotide in each position by sum-
ming all promoter and non-promoter sequences in our
dataset, and then decide the difference value of fre-
quencies between these two groups. Our method is
described as follows:

Algorithm FTSS (Fixed Transcriptional Start Site)

Training phase:

Input: A set of DNA sequences of the same length
that we have already known which are promot-
ers and which are not, as the training dataset.
TSS positions are known if they are promoter se-
quences.

Output: The score file which contains the frequency
differences of A, G, C and T, between promoter
and non-promoter sequences at each position.

Step 1: Divide the training dataset into two groups,
one containing the promoter sequences and the
other containing the non-promoter sequences.

Step 2: Align all sequences with the position of TSS.
For each of A, G, C and T, calculate the frequency
of the sequences in the same group at each po-
sition. (Non-promoter sequences have no TSSs.
Since all sequences are of the same length, we
still can align them.)

Step 3: Subtract each corresponding nucleotide fre-
quency of promoter sequences from that of non-
promoter sequences at each position. Then we
will get the file that contains four scores for each
corresponding nucleotides at all positions.

Testing phase:
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TSS

A 0 1 3 0 1 1 1
G 2 1 0 0 0 2 1
C 1 2 1 2 2 1 1
T 1 0 0 2 1 0 1

Figure 4: Example of FTSS

Input: A DNA sequence of the same length as the
training dataset, and the score file which contains
the frequency differences of A, G, C and T, be-
tween promoter and non-promoter sequences at
each position.

Output: Answering YES if it is predicted to be a pro-
moter; NO, if otherwise.

Step 1: Use the score file to calculate its correspond-
ing score in each position. Sum the scores at all
positions as the final score.

Step 2: If the final score is greater than zero, answer
YES; NO, if otherwise.

Figure 4 shows the way we calculate the frequency
of each nucleotide in the sequences of one group (ei-
ther promoter sequences, or non-promoter sequences)
at each position. In the position of TSS, there are T, T,
C and C, so the scores of position TSS are A = 0, G =
0, C = 2 and T = 2.

Figure 5 shows the score file obtained in the training
phase of FTSS. In Figure 5, the position means the
position of each nucleotide in sequences and the score
means the frequency difference of each nucleotide in
two groups. In Figure 5, we can see some promoter
features, such as TTG-box in -35, which is an obvious
feature found by biology scientists.

4 Method for Nonfixed Transcriptional
Start Site

We find that in some of promoter sequences we
get from the UCI Machine Learning Repository, the

TSS positions are slightly different from some other
databases, such as PromEC[10]. In FTSS, the cor-
responding positions in each promoter are important.
Even if the TSS positions of some promoters have only
slight shifts, the frequencies of nucleotides in each po-
sition will become noise in our score file.

TSS position of a DNA sequence can be found by
experiments, but it can not be sure that the TSS of a
promoter we find is exactly correct. Thus we want to
find another method to help us to predict promoters
and we hope this method will not take the absolute po-
sition of TSS into consideration.

In the second method, we want to find out all tran-
scriptional elements which appear in promoters and
may have some influence in transcription. Our idea
is to create all possible transcriptional elements and to
check if these possible transcriptional elements appear
in promoter sequences.

We only create all possible transcriptional elements
up to four fixed nucleotides. If we create all possible
transcriptional elements with more than four fixed nu-
cleotides, the transcriptional elements file will become
very large and this will lead to our prediction time too
long to be accepted. Besides, we take the length of
training sequences as our maximum frame length. By
some promoter features we have already known, such
as TATA-box or TTG-box, the promoter features may
not be too long. So NTSS should be practical with
shorter frame constraints. In this way, we can create
all possible transcriptional elements up to six fixed nu-
cleotides. And by some testing, we find that the frame
with maximum length 15 has the better results. We
take the frame length 15 in NTSS and this length is
shorter than the testing sequence length.

We define sotme symbols first. Σ denotes the set
of alphabets in our sequences, which is

�
A, G, C,

T � here. σ1#σ2 represents the transcriptional element
type, where σ1 and σ2 are fixed alphabets in Σ, # rep-
resents the number of arbitrary alphabets between σ1

and σ2, # � N � �
0 � . For example, σ1 = A, σ2 = T,

and # = 1, then A1T =
�
AAT, AGT, ACT, ATT � .

As another example, σ1 = G, σ2 = C, and # = 2, then
GACC, GTTC, GGAC � G2C and the size of G2C is�
G2C

�
=

�
Σ

� 2 = 42 = 16. Our second method is shown
as follows.

Algorithm NTSS (Nonfixed Transcriptional Start Site)

Training phase:

Input: A set of DNA sequences of the same length
that we have already known which are promoters
and which are not, as the training dataset.
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Output: A threshold and the score file which con-
tains the numbers of occurrences of each tran-
scriptional element in the sequences.

Step 1: Create σ � σ#σ � σ#σ#σ � σ#σ#σ#σ,
σ#σ#σ#σ#σ, σ#σ#σ#σ#σ#σ, σ � ∑, all possi-
ble kinds of transcriptional element types with at
most 6 fixed nucleotides. The length of each tran-
scriptional element is limited to at most 15.

Step 2: Calculate the score of each possible transcrip-
tional element. If one transcriptional element
have ever appeared in one of sample promoter se-
quence, no matter how many times it appears, we
add one point to its score. Note the initial scores
of all possible transcriptional elements are zero.

Step 3: Store the corresponding score of each possi-
ble transcriptional element in the transcriptional
element file.

Step 4: Take all sequences as our input test-
ing sequences (including promoters and non-
promoters). By the transcriptional element file
with scores, we calculate each sequence a gain
score in the testing. If the sequence contains
some transcriptional elements, we add the scores
of those transcriptional elements to the gain score

of the sequence. Each sequence has its own gain
score that the initial score is zero.

Step 5: Sort the gain scores of all sequences and find
one proper score as the threshold. The thresh-
old is the gain score which is less than most pro-
moter sequences’s gain scores and greater than
most non-promoter sequences’s gain scores.

Testing phase :

Input : A DNA sequence of the same length as the
training dataset.

The score file which contains the number of oc-
currences of each transcriptional element in se-
quences.

The threshold score obtained in the training
phase.

Output : Answering YES if it is predicted to be a pro-
moter; NO, if otherwise.

Step 1: Using the score file to calculate its corre-
sponding score in each position. If the input se-
quence contains one transcriptional element, we
add the score of that transcriptional element.

Step 2: If the score is greater than or equal to the
threshold score, answer YES; NO, if otherwise.
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Figure 6: The score file of NTSS.

The result of the possible transcriptional elements
with scores in NTSS is shown in Figure 6. In Fig-
ure 6, A0A0A0A =

�
AAAA � and this transcrip-

tional element appears in 19 sequences of the training
dataset. A0A0A1C =

�
AAAAC, AAAGC, AAACC,

AAATC � and they appear in 11 sequences of the train-
ing dataset.

The result will also be discussed in Section 5.

5 Experimental Results and Accuracy
Analysis

In our experiments, the error rate of FTSS is 9/106.
And the prediction results of NTSS are shown in Ta-
ble 1. It is clear that the prediction accuracy of FTSS
may be better than NTSS. Table 2 shows the detailed
FP (false positive), miscarriaging a non-promoter se-
quence as a promoter sequence, and FN (false neg-
ative), miscarriaging a promoter sequence as a non-
promoter sequence, and error rate of all our methods
in the promoter prediction.

In NTSS, we can not find the appropriate thresh-
old which divides the promoter and non-promoter se-
quences by the type of one or two fixed nucleotides.
Besides, we find that the result of four fixed nu-
cleotides type is better than three. The longer tran-
scriptional element type may get the better result than
three and four.

In the same type of fixed nucleotides, NTSS with-
out frame constraints has the better result, but in NTSS
with frame constraints, the number of nucleotides can
grow up to six. This is a trade off. We find that it is
worth for us to make the frame constraints in NTSS. In
our experimental results, NTSS with frame length 15
has the best accuracy. We compare our results with the
results of ID3[19], C4.5[20] and GBI[13]. All of these
methods are use the same dataset as ours. Figure 7
shows the promoter prediction accuracy by comparing

Table 2: The result of our methods. The unit of each
rate is %.

FP rate FN rate Error rate
FTSS 0 16.98 8.49
NTSS

(σ#σ#σ) 15.09 28.31 21.70
NTSS

(σ#σ#σ#σ) 16.98 11.32 14.15
NTSS

(σ#σ#σ#σ#σ) 13.21 3.77 8.49
NTSS

(σ#σ#σ#σ#σ#σ) 7.55 5.66 6.60
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Figure 7: The promoter prediction accuracy compar-
ison of our methods with others. NTSS here is with
frame of length 15.

our methods and these methods. All these results are
obtained by only inside test, which means that the test-
ing sequences are the same as the training sequences.
We can get only the inside test results of these pre-
vious methods. Latter we will build a testing model
which allows our methods to do outside test.

Clearly, both FTSS and NTSS have prediction
accuracy improvement comparing to other previous
methods.

In an outside test, the testing sequence is not con-
tained in the training set. Our outside testing model is
as follows:

Step 1: Randomly select 6 sequences in the dataset as
our testing sequences.

Step 2: Use the remaining 100 sequences (excluding
the above 6 selected sequences) as the training
sequences to get the score file with FTSS (or
NTSS).

Step 3: Test the 6 selected sequences with the score
file we get from the training sequences.



Table 1: The promoter prediction accuracy using NTSS. NTSS in this table is with frame length 15.

Method NTSS NTSS NTSS NTSS
(σ#σ#σ) (σ#σ#σ#σ) (σ#σ#σ#σ#σ) (σ#σ#σ#σ#σ#σ)

No. of error /106 23 15 9 7

Table 3: The experimental of outside tests in results
FTSS. P means promoter sequences and NP meas non-
promoter sequences.

Inside Testing Outside Testing
Sequence P NP P NP
Total No. 1000 1000 60 60
Error No. 3 178 3 25

Error rate(%) FN=0.30 FP=17.80 FN=5.00 FP=41.67

In FTSS, we repeat the above procedure twenty
times. Totally we select 60 promoter sequences and
60 non-promoter sequences for testing. The testing
results are shown in Table 3. We find that the result
for testing sequences selected from training data is the
same as the result in Table 2. The prediction error rates
of testing data are a little higher, but we can see that the
error rates still gets low FN rate.

For the outside test in NTSS, we also randomly se-
lect 60 promoters and 60 non-promoter sequences for
testing totally in 20 experiments. The result is shown
in Table 4. We find that in outside testing, the predic-
tion accuracy of promoter is a little higher and the non-
promoter is a little lower. We think the little higher FN
and lower FP than prior is because the prior result is
just one kinds of the case. In our testing model, NTSS
runs each random selected case more times and the re-
sult should be more correct. In this result, we think
that NTSS is useful not only for our training set but
also for the testing set.

In our result we can find that NTSS has the better
prediction accuracy in our whole data (promoter and
non-promoter sequences). If we consider the FN rate
only, the result of FTSS is better than NTSS. So when
we want to predict promoter, we can take both the re-
sults of FTSS and NTSS into consideration and these
results can help us to eliminate many sequences which
should not be promoter sequences.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose new methods for solving
the promoter prediction problem. The experimental re-
sults indicate our methods perform better than some

Table 4: The experimental of outside tests in results
NTSS. P means promoter sequences and NP meas non-
promoter sequences.

Inside Testing Outside Testing
Sequence P NP P NP
Total No. 1000 1000 60 60
Error No. 99 35 6 3

Error rate(%) FN=9.90 FP=3.50 FN=10.00 FP=5.00

other previous prediction methods with respect to the
recognition rate. Our main idea is to find all possi-
ble patterns (transcriptional elements) which are the
possible features of promoters. We do not consider
some well-known obvious features of promoters, such
as TATA-box, which were discovered by researchers
previously.

Though a set of DNA sequences of the same length
is requested in training phase of our FTSS, FTSS in
fact can be applied if the given DNA sequences are
with variable lengths. The only condition is that the
position of TSS of each sequence is known. If the set
of DNA sequences with variable lengths is given, the
error rate of FTSS may increase.

In NTSS, the frame of each possible transcriptional
element is of length at most 15 and it contains at most
six fixed nucleotides. We find that if the fixed nu-
cleotides contained in a frame is greater than six, the
required computing time becomes very much, but the
accuracy does not increase.

The experiments we do in this paper are only on one
species, E � coli, which is a prokaryotic cell. In fact, our
methods can be applied to any single species provided
that some promoter sequences of the species have been
found.

Our result may be helpful for finding the binding
sites in the promoter. A binding site is a segment of a
promoter at which a transcriptional f actor (a protein)
can bind to the promoter. We guess that a frame with
high score has a high potential to be a binding site.

The promoter sequences in different species have
some distinct features. For example, the CpG islands
look obvious in eukaryotic promoter regions, but these
can not be applied in prokaryotic promoter regions.
We should analyze the features of promoter sequences



for each organisms. With the collection of the features
of promoters in different species, we may find out the
relationship between different species.
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